
What who is the an ideal parents? The measurement of an ideal parents is outcome of their children. 
Simply put, how the youth will behave in the society is the best way to elaborate the quality of a 
successful parents. As it is obvious, an infant is an amorphous soul which can be shaped during the 
time that it spends in its family. The didactic ways that parents choose to bring up their child with, is 
the answer to our question.

Although some people believe that the strict disciplines breed better children, I , personally, think that 
the more strict the rules, the better lier liars the youth. Each individual tends to experience a majority 
of things emotions in his/her life which are pernicious, like sadness, heartbroken heartbreak, etc. The 
strict parents try to circumscribe the possibilities  of deafit defeat in the life of their childern in order 
to preserve them from getting hurt. Considering that children are eager to know everything by 
theirselvesthemselves, the inevitable outcomes are either a depression depressed child who is afraid 
to be a maverick  or a perfect lair who knows the best way to circumvent his / her duty. 

There is a series by Netflix which shows the future of technology, in one of the episodes, a single 
mother tried to eliminate the violence, andpronography pornography , etc. from the sight of her 
daughter by putting a chip in her brain. The result was a girl who asks her classmate to tell the story of 
movies with the scenes that she cannot see. 

I am of the opinion that an ideal parents will be a closed friend with their children, and help them to 
choose their way under the circumstance  which they expound for them. They let them to experience, 
to lose, to win and to taste the result of bad decisions. I assert this is the only way to educated the 
next generation. 

Considering the points discussed above, the most rational conclusion which can be drawn, is that by a 
friendship friendly supervision  the ideal parents can culminate help their children to be successful in 
their future life. The strict orders and limitation limiting atmosphere  will ruin the creativity  of the 
children and hurt them in their forth coming life. 


